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Abstract

Geocache Creation Process

Literature Review

This project focused on the need for an inclusive place-based ecological
educaAon experience. By placing mulAple geocache around Lake Swano, it is
accessible by classrooms, homeschools and the general public. I hope to
adverAse this project in the local paper and pass the informaAon along to
schools for possible ﬁeldtrip use. Each geocache can be found with a classic GPS
unit or a GPS app on a smartphone using coordinates listed in the educaAonal
material about the watershed that is place within each geocache.

The idea of an educaAonal geocache around Lake Swano was formulated last
year by another intern for the Grays Harbor College Fish Lab. I began my work on
this project by reading David Gruenewald’s Founda'ons of Place: A
Mul'disciplinary Framework for Place-Conscious Educa'on. This solidiﬁed the
decision for an outdoor, place-based experience in order to “enable students and
teachers to perceive places that are alive in the human and more-than-human
world” (Gruenewald, 2003). Upon reading The Changing Social Spaces of
Learning: Mapping New Mobili'es, the need for a more complete outdoor
classroom presented itself. Placing educaAonal materials describing the
surrounding area brings more to the table for a more diverse nexus of
informaAon at each geocache, essenAally creaAng an outdoor classroom space.
Last year’s geocaches were stolen, lending to a need for a change of materials.
Each cache will now be a^ached to each site with bolt and chain.

For the majority of youth in the United States, most purposeful learning
currently takes place inside of a classroom. But is this the most conducive place
for learning? Gruenewald points out many problems with exclusively indoor
educaAon. The current processes of learning without properly addressing places:
“(a) limit the diversity of experience and percepAon;” and “(b) cut children,
youth, and their teachers oﬀ from cultural and ecological life” (Gruenewald,
2003). Without the place-based experience, people are beginning to “deny the
relevance of nonhuman nature” (Gruenewald, 2003). This can lead to a poorly
educated populaAon with a lack of understanding regarding their environment
and where their resources come from. This is criAcal informaAon to expanding a
healthy community and solving ecological problems that will arise in the future.

Introduction
The goal of this project is to create hands on educaAonal material for local
schools and the local community. The project is a conAnuaAon of an idea
formulated last year to create an educaAonal geocache experience. I will place
mulAple geocaches around Lake Swano with educaAonal materials inside each
cache. A geocache is a small hidden capsule that can be located using given
coordinates and a GPS or phone. The materials inside each cache will contain
informaAon about the watershed, what comprises a watershed, and how to
keep the watershed healthy.
Lake Swano is a man-made lake located on the Grays Harbor College campus.
Alder Creek runs through Lake Swano and into the Chehalis River Basin. If the
community does not understand their local environment, they may not
understand the need for a healthy environment or how to keep their
environment clean and thriving. An unhealthy watershed leads to contaminated
water running through local lakes and streams, such as Lake Swano and Alder
Creek. Water from Alder Creek runs from Lake Swano to the Chehalis River. The
goal of this project is to help people understand that polluAon in any of these
waterways can create an unhealthy environment for local wildlife, people, and
harming tourism and therefore economy in the area.

Considerations for Future Work
• Bilingual educaAonal material within each geocache (the informaAon in
currently only available in English).
• EducaAonal materials about the watershed to send to schools to enhance
the learning experience.
• ModiﬁcaAon of geocache materials to include literacy supports for
struggling readers.
• PresentaAon of mulAple cultural views within geocache materials,
including addressing concepts of nature, people, and their relaAonship.

Pictured above is a view of Lake Swano from the future locaAon of a
geocache. One can see logs that have been fallen by beavers, which
they will be reading about in the ﬂyer shown below once they ﬁnd
and open the cache. There will be a similar ﬂyer within each
geocache about a topic that is relevant to the geocache locaAon.
This sort of exposure gives people the experience needed as
menAoned by Gruenewald to be^er understand their environment.

My geocache project takes the learning process outdoors and a^empts to
address the current lack of ﬁrst-hand experience and ecological life within
today’s educaAon as pointed out by Gruenewald. The Lake Swano geocache and
the educaAonal materials placed within will help to reinforce what is being
taught and will lend to the applicaAon of the learned materials because of its
onsite learning experience. Much research maintains that place-based educaAon
is a criAcal part of development and learning. David Gruenewald posits that
regular educaAonal experiences outside of the classroom, more speciﬁcally
outdoors and "perhaps especially in urban places, can both broaden our
experience as human beings and help us to perceive what else is out
there” (2003). A criAcal part understanding and accepAng places outside of the
classroom is placemaking. This involves the realizaAon of what a place is in its
enArety and what that place can be. “Ecological philosophers Swimme and Berry
(1992) observe that, although as human beings we cannot make a blade of grass,
we might not have any grass at all unless it is acknowledged and cared for by
us” (Gruenewald, 2003). This is the essence of placemaking, a place becomes
what it is deemed by humankind. Suppose we deem something a reserve, than it
will become a naAonal or state park. On the other-hand if we deem a patch of
forest a parking lot, then it will soon become a cement lot. Therefore it is
necessary to foster young, well-educated placemakers in order to preserve our
environment and to create a healthy and thriving world in the future. One can
only become a well-versed placemaker once they have properly and fully
experienced said places.
The issue of limited “diversity of experience and percepAon” (Gruenewald, 2003)
can be addressed while working with students in a producAve place based
learning environment. Kevin M. Leander, Nathan C. Phillips and Katherine
Headrick Taylor discuss what makes a classroom a conducive place for learning,
considering classroom as a nexus; a place where all of the necessary tools can
come together to create a diverse environment. The knowledge and experience
of educators and children alike, “with their associated histories and
geographies” (Leander, K. M., Phillips, N. C., & Taylor, K. H. 2010) is what makes
up a classroom. Acknowledging and uAlizing these experiences and their
corresponding knowledge along with immediate surroundings can maximize the
learning experience. Bringing together place-based educaAon, with its abundant
resources, and the diverse experience and knowledge of those involved in the
learning process can create an opAmal outdoor classroom.
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The photo above will be on the back of the ﬂyer to
the right along with coordinates to the next
geocache. InteresAng photos like this one will be
placed on the back of each ﬂyer to capture the
a^enAon of the reader and to give an up close
visual of the content described on the ﬂyers.
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